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Virus prank app

This is a prank app!!! Don't show nudity or similar content!!! Fool your friends with this app. The installed app icon is displayed under the adult app name. When the app is launched, it displays a spoof system problem, with a spoofing format, and deleting data. PLEASE NOTE: To Get rid of the app you need to type in the upper left corner
of the screen&gt;This never works in any way to harm your phone and never delete any day from your phone&lt;keywords: prank, virus, system crash , funny ACCORDING to US Page 2 ACCORDING to america Surely just by looking at the title of the article, you would think it should be hackBe more experienced in creating a virus on
someone's Android mobile phone and tablet. Well, I inform you that no. We agree that it takes a few steps, but they are really simple, do you want to learn them? I promise you will, so COME ON! Steps to create a fake virus on Android mobile phones or tablets How you can create a virus harmless to a partner's computer to play a joke,
you can also do it with your mobile phone if you want. If you also want to learn how to do it on tablets, you are in the right place, let's continue! For this purpose, we only have to use an app that is easy to download and use, such as Virus Maker Prank. This app will be our ally to do what we want to do. With it, you can design a standout
screen that will simulate a dangerous attack caused by a virus on the mobile screen. This is very easy, but before continuing I want to leave you with this that would interest you: How to create a harmless computer virus using notepad? citeia.com Ok now, let's work! First we will download Virus Maker Prank, but how? Once we have the
Android mobile phone or tablet that we will act on, we go to the Android Play Store icon and determine its location. We've got the first step ready. The only thing that can stop you is that for security reasons, the owner of the mobile phone or tablet has it blockedIf not, we continue with the plan. Now we will download and install the App
mentioned above. Once the process is ready, we start the app by contacting our finger, where it says open that should have appeared on the screen. Once we have in front of our eyes the screen of the Virus Maker Prank we play on Create the first virus. You will find it at the bottom of the screen of android mobile phone or tablet. Ufff,
we're almost ready, Do you see how easy was it? Now let's choose the fake virus used from the list that will appear at the top of the mobile phone. This app allows us to slide to both sides to choose the one that looks best for us. Already here, we customize the way in which we want our fake virus to work on mobile phones or tablets,
using the menus that will be provided at the bottom. Among the changes you can make are font types, you can also manage how long the App will among others. Recommendation: Tips to prevent a computer virus Now yes, we will END To end with our goal, we hit where it says preview-&gt;Run virus --&gt; start, to put the application into
action. There may be a licensing request from the app to manage Android commands. Don't worry about anything, accept it and be ready to laugh at the reactions of your colleagues. How to remove fake viruses from your Android mobile phone or tablet? It's very easy! To be able to disable it, you just have to go to the notifications, select
the appropriate one, turn it off and DONE. As we mentioned earlier, it is not difficult to create this fake virus. Now, with evildoers if you have to be very conscious and more on your computer and tablet. That's why we recommend reading the following article that will help you know how to be protected: Why use an antivirus? citeia.com, I
hope you enjoy learning how to create fake viruses for jokes. In this way, to protect your Android mobile phone, I recommend always downloading the app only from play store or reliable source. Privacy PolicySano.K has built the Fake Phone Virus Prank-Screen Prank App as a free app. This service is provided by Sano.K for free and is
designed for use as it is. This page is used to inform visitors of my policies with the collection, use and disclosure of Personal Information if anyone decides to use my Services. If you choose to use my Services, you consent to the collection and use of information relating to this policy. The personal information I collect is used to provide
and improve the Services. I will not use or share your information with anyone except as described in this Privacy Policy. The terms used in this Privacy Policy have the same meaning as in our Terms and Conditions, accessible at the Fake Phone Virus Prank-Screen Gif Prank App unless otherwise specified in this Privacy Policy.
Information Collection and UseFor a better experience, while using our Services, I may ask you to provide us with certain personally i.a.m. information. The information I request will be retained on your device and not collected by me in any way. Apps that use third-party services may collect information used to identify you. Links to the
privacy policies of third-party service providers used by appLog DataI want to inform you that whenever you use my Services, in the event of an in-app error, I collect data and information (through third-party products) on your phone called Log Data. Log Data may include information such as the Internet Protocol (IP) address on your
device, your device name, operating system version, application configuration when using my Services, when and when you use the Services, and other statistics. CookiesCookies are files with a small amount of data used as a unique anonymous identity code. They are sent to your browser from websites you visit and stored on your
device's internal storage. This service does not explicitly use these cookies. However, apps can use third-party codes and libraries that use cookies to collect information and improve their services. You have the option to accept or reject these cookies and know when cookies are sent to your device. If you choose to refuse our cookies,
you may not be able to use certain parts of Service.Service ProvidersI may use third-party companies and individuals for the following reasons: To facilitate our Services; To provide the Services on our behalf; To perform services related to the service; or To assist us in analyzing how our Services are used. I would like to inform users of
this Service that these third parties have access to your Personal Information. The reason is to perform the tasks assigned to them on our behalf. However, they are obliged not to disclose or use the information for any other purpose. SecurityI appreciate your trust in providing us with your Personal Information, so we are trying to use
commercially acceptable means to protect that information. But remember that there is no method of transmission over the internet, or the method of electronic storage is 100% safe and reliable, and I can not guarantee its absolute security. Links to other sites This service may contain links to other sites. If you click on a third-party link,
you'll be redirected to that site. Note that external sites are not run by me. Therefore, I recommend reviewing the Privacy Policy of these sites. I have no control over and am not responsible for the content, privacy policies or practices of any third-party website or service. Children's privacy These services do not mention anyone under the
age of 13. I do not intentionally collect personally isifiably i.m. information from children under the age of 13. In the event that I discover that a child under the age of 13 has provided me with personal information, I immediately delete this information from our servers. If you are a parent or guardian and you know that your child has provided
us with personal information, please contact me so that I can take the necessary actions. Change this privacy policyT I can update our Privacy Policy from time to time. Therefore, you should review this page periodically for any changes. I will notify you of any changes by posting the new Privacy Policy on this page. This Policy takes effect
from 2020-05-22Contact USIf you have any questions or suggestions about the Policy My privacy, do not hesitate to contact me at kerwinoyyx@gmail.com.This privacy policy page was created at privacypolicytemplate.net and modified / created by Google's Social Network Privacy Policy Generator App for the official PlayStation Video
Games App Download movies and programs for official streaming Apps for AndroidTV Your young children can now also enjoy YouTube Stream movies, TV shows, sports, and more The best selection of free Asian TV series and this joke movie is hilarious it will make your friend's phone go crazy but it doses not doing any real damage
so completely safe. Check this video out you will understand what it dose.full tutorial in the video. Go to settings, and then scroll down to the developer option that clicks on it. Then activate the developer option. Scrolling down below the drawing will have an option to display surface updates click on the check box and then relax
completing it. The screen will go crazy making it look like a virusDeveloper option made maily for programmeiser for test equipment just turn off the developer option to bring the device normally
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